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Abst rac t - -A  study is made of the problem of finding the distribution of stress field in the vicinity 
of a Griffith crack located at the interface of two dissimilar orthotropic half-planes. The crack is 
opened by the interaction of a plane harmonic elastic wave incident normally on the crack. The 
Fredholm integral equation is derived for the determination f diffraction wave field. The problem 
is then reduced to a pair of simultaneous singular integral equations which are solved by using the 
Jacobi polynomials. An expression for the stress intensity factors is obtained in the end. (~ 1999 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, considerable attention has been given to problems dealing with stress and strain 
fields in an elastic medium containing cracks of finite dimension. These problems are of great 
interest in seismology and geophysics due to the fact that the nature of elastic waves is modified 
by the presence of cracks in the elastic medium. Observational data on elastic waves generated by 
earthquakes or explosions reveal the presence of structural discontinuities in the shapes of sheets 
in the earth's interior. So the study of stress distributions due to the interaction of elastic waves 
by cracks is of great importance in fracture of elastic solids. An excellent book on elastodynamics 
by Eringen and Suhubi [1] contains considerable information on the propagation of P-, SV-, and 
SH-waves in layered elastic media. On the other hand, several authors including Dhawan [2,3], 
Sarkar et al. [4,5], and Das et al. [6] have studied different problems dealing with interaction of 
elastic waves by cracks in an isotropic or orthotropic elastic medium. Das and Patra [7] and Das 
et al. [8] have investigated the problems of interfacial Griffith crack for the bonded dissimilar 
orthotropic elastic materials. However, relatively less attention is given to the interaction of 
elastic waves by interfacial Griffith cracks situated at the interface of two dissimilar orthotropic 
media. So this paper deals with the study of the problem of finding the distribution of stress field 
in the neighborhood of a Griffith crack located at the interface of two dissimilar orthotropic half- 
planes. The crack is opened by the interaction of a plane harmonic elastic wave incident normally 
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on the crack. The Fredholm integral equation is derived for the determination f diffraction wave 
field. The problem is then reduced to a pair of simultaneous singular integral equations which 
are solved by means of the Jacobi polynomials. An expression for the stress intensity factor is 
obtained. 
2. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 
We consider the interaction of normally incident longitudinal elastic waves with a Griffith 
crack located at the interface of two orthotropic half-planes -co  < x < co, 0 _< y < co and 
-co  < x < co, - co  < y _< 0. The elastic constants involved in this problem are denoted by 
Ei (k ) ,  . (k) ~}k) ~ij , and (i, j = 1, 2, 3), where k = 1, 2 correspond to the half-planes y > 0 and y < 0. 
We denote the nondimensional displacement fields by u (i) = u( i ) (x ,y , t )  and v (i) = v(i)(x, y , t )  
(i = 1, 2) in the x and y directions, respectively. We assume that a time harmonic plane elastic 
wave originating at the interface from y = +oo incident normally on the crack is given by 
v = vo exp[ i (ky - wt)], (2.1) 
where k = (w lcsx /~) ,  cs = (/-L12/P) 1/2, vo is the amplitude of nondimensional mplitude of the 
incident wave, w is the frequency, p is the density, and cs is the velocity of the shear wave in the 
isotropic elastic medium. 
The nonzero stress components ..(i) and a (i) ~y~ xy are given by 
(~)l . Ou(i) . Ov(i) 
a(01 Ou(i) Ov(i) 
""~--~.~I = ~ +  - -  
dy Ox ' 
~,  i = 1, 2, (2.2a) 
i = 1, 2. (2.2b) 
The nondimensional parameters cij ( i , j  = 1, 2, 3)involved in the above equations are related 
to the elastic constants by the relations 
c(i) 
E~ i) 
11 -~ (2.3a) 
--v12 ~2 /r'J1 ) 
c~i) 2 = S~ i) ~(~)~(i) = ~n -2 (2.3b) 
~i~ (1 --'~12(i)2 ~'~2~'?(i) l/~'~l~(i)~] E~i) ' 
c~i) 2 v~ ) (i)~(i) (i)~(i) (2.3c) -~ ---- /)12 '-~22 ---- /221 '-'II, 
#~ (1-'-12(i)2~(i)~2 I I/~(i)~) 
for genera!ized plane stress, and by the relations 
/.~(~),_ (i)~ 
o(i) k/~1 //"]A12 ) 
'~11 ~--- 
1 - ' (~) '  ( i ) ' l  ' *'23 "32 ) 
[ . . ( i ) ,_  (i)~ 
o(i) k/5~ //x/A12) 
~22 
1 (i) (i)~ ' V13 V31 ) 
(i) (~) ,-(O-~(i)~ 
E~ i) (g/1) +//13 V32 155 //2/1 ) 
=  ZX, (~) 
~12 
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where 
A 1 (~) (i) ,(i),(i) ,(i),(i) (~) (i) (i) (i) (i) (i) i = 1,2, (2.5) ---- -- /2'2/221 - - '23~32 -- ~ '3"3 '  -- 121211231231 -- 1/1312211/32 ' 
and the constants E} k) and vii satisfy Maxwell's relations 
u}~ ) u! k) 
~) E?) '  k = 1,2. (2.~) 
The equations of motion for the displacement fields in an orthotropic medium are given by 
11 ~-{ -  ~ + 1-{-e OxOy:  Ot 2 ' (2.7a) 
02v(i) + ~02v(i) + (1 ± ~(i)~ 02u (QOx y -2 02v(i) 
C~ - [4" ]  ' 
where i, j = 1,2. 
Replacing u( x, y, t) and v( x, y, t) by u( x, y) exp(-iwt ) and v( x, y) exp(-iwt ), respectively, equa- 
tions (2.7a),(2.7b) assume the form 
• 02u(i) 02u(i) (1 ~(~)~ O2v(i) 
where [k i i ) ]  2 = w21e! i)2. 
Equations (2.Sa),(2.8b) are to be solved subject to the boundary conditions 
a(1)ix O) = -a(°v)(x,O), ]xl < 1, (2.9) yy  ~ , 
G(1)(X 0) ---- 0, IX[ <~ 1, ('2.10) yy  ~ , - -  . 
a(i)(xyy, , O) = a(2y)(x,O), Ixl < (x~, (2.11) 
~(~)~x~, ,0)= o(~)(~, 0), Ixl < o~ ('2.12) 
U( ' ) (X ,0 )  ---- U(2)(X,0),  IZl > 1, (2.13) 
dl)(x,0) = d2)(x,0), Ixl > 1. (2.14) 
Henceforth, the exponential factor exp(-iwt) involved in all field variables will be omitted. 
u(i)(x,y ) = 2_ A~i)(~)e (-1)(')@)v + A~)(~)e (-1)'@)u sin ~xd~, (2.15) 
7r 
v")(x, u)= (-1)'+'~ f i r '  L~lr-(')-('),., o -,)'~"y..1 ,., 
+a~i)A~ ') (~) e (-')'~(')u] cos ~x de, (2.16) 
(~) o~ 
axv(x'Y)=(-1) i2 fo [(a~i)+~/~i))A~i)(~)e(-1)'@)u 
.i? 
+ (4)  + s,. 
(Tyy  (X ,  y )  C~i)2~ __ ~22 ~'¢, I ,  e(-1)%~')yA(i)(~ ) 
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where 
• _ (02  
a_ ,~(i)'~ ,,,(i) ' i , j  = 1,2, 
1 .  ~1~. ] ~j 
A~.O(() ( i , j  = 1, 2) are the unknown functions to be determined, and ~1~(02, ~2~(02 are the positive 
roots of the equation 
(2.19) 
Equations (2.11) and (2.12) with the aid of equations (2.17) and (2.18) reduce to the form 
y l,l~,(~)All)(f) + 7]~1)(~)A(21)(~ ) --  ~2)(~)A~2)(~) -[- ~2(2)(~)A~2)(~), (2.208) 
-~ilii~)A~i)(~)-/~°)(~)A~)(~) =/ (~)A~2)(~) + U(~2)(~)A~2)(~), (2.20b) 
where 
The boundary conditions (2.9),(2.10) and (2.13),(2.14) combined with (2.20) lead to the following: 
] ?~1) (~)A~I)(~) ~_ ~1)(~)A~I)(¢) cos ~x d~ --~ -p0, 
]0 =0, 
~0 OO [/I(~)A~I)(~)-~- 52(~)A(21)(~)] sin ~xd~=O, 
~0 °O 1~ [MI(~)A~I'(~)-~ M2(~)A~I)(~)] COS Cxd~ : O, 
Ixl < 1, (2.21) 
Ixl _< 1, (2.22) 
I~l > 1, (2.23) 
Ix I _> 1, (2.24) 
where 
L~(~) = 1 + 
(1) (2) (2) (2) (2) (1) 
and Po -- - (  ~r /2) ikvo.  
i = 1,2. 
3. METHOD OF SOLUTION 
The solution of the integral equations (2.23) and (2.24) are assumed in the form 
= fl  (t) cos ~t dr, 
MI(~)A~I)(() + M2(()A(1)(() = f2(t) sin~t dr. 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
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Then equations (2.23) and (2.24) are identically satisfied provided 
// fi(t) dt = 0, i = 1, 2, (3.3) 
1 
where fl(t) and f2(t) are even and odd functions, respectively. 
Substituting A~I)(~) and A~I)(~) from (3.1) and (3.2) in (2.21) and (2.22), and after some 
algebraic simplification, we obtain a pair of singular integral equations: 
02 [1 f2(t)dt +1 [~ [Kll(X, t)fl(t)+K12(x, t)f2(t)] dt = 2po (3.4) 
81fl(Z) + ~-J-l" t--x ~'j_~ 7~ ' 
[lf~(_t)dt+ 1[1 [K21(x,t)fl(t)+K22(x,t)f2(t)]dt = 0, {x I < 1, (3.5) 83f1(x) -- 7r J-1 t - x ~rj_ 1 
where 
, . (1) ~,foo ,..,(1) ;IA'o¢* 
81 = '111 "~vz2 -- '121 "LV~l 82 = 
L~M~ - L~M~ °' 
. (1)rc¢ , (1)too 
~3 ---- -- P l l  ~'~2 --k*21 J-~l 84 ---- 
L~°M~ , - L~M~'  
?•(1)  Tc¢ ~(1) Tc~ 11 ~2 - -q21  ~1 
LT M~ ¢ - L~ M~ ' 
. (1)  ~4"c¢ , (1) i~4c~ 
11 ":vz2 - -  /~21 ~'~1 
L~M~ ° - L~°M~ 
0 f0 x wLI(w) dw Kll(X,t) = --~l-~x ~ ,  
O fo xfo t vwL2(v,w)dwdv 
g12 (x, t) -- 82 ~xx v/(x2 - w2)(t2 - v2) ' 
i) j~oX ~oo t vwL3(v,w)d~dv 
/(21 (X, t) = --O4~ S/(X 2 __ W2)(t2 __ V2), 
~0 x wL4(w) dw K22(z, t )  = 83 ~ ,  
fO (X) 
Ll(w) = A(~)Jo(~w) cos~t d~, 
/: L3(v, w) ---- ~D(~)Jo(~w)Jo(~v) d~, 
~0 (X) 
L2(v, w) = ~B(~)Jo(~w)Jo(~v) d~, 
/: 
a(~) 1~0,  as~- -*~,  B(~) -b (~)  1 -~0,  as~oc ,  
A(~)-- ~81 82 




~1)  (~)M2 (~) _ ?~1) / 1 (~) 
LI(~)M2 (~) - L2 (~)MI(~)' 
#~1) (~)L2(~) - #(I>LI(~) 
L1 (~)M2 (~) - L2 (~)M1 (~)' 
~1)  (~)L2 (~) - ~1)LI(~) 
b(~) = L ~  - - ' L~) '  
#~1) (~)M2(~) -- #(1)M1(~) 
d(¢) = ~ - k ~ '  
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I . -- i{  -- e l l  C22 -- /4Cll C22 C11C22~ + + . (i) (i)" 
I / (02 - -  (i) ~(i)~(i)~ c~2 ~ (0 (%(012 - (0 (i) -V ZC12 ]{  ~11 ~22 ] XC12 - -  - -  ~,C12 - -  + + - -  Cll ~22 J ~Cll C22 
1/2 
1/2 
i = 1, 2, 
(1 +e~i)2)N~ i)' ~il, =c(~) c~ - 22 ~-~ : ~  c(i) 11 - -" J  , 
{ ,~(i) ,.(i) ~r(i) 
#~11) : C(6~ i l l  + 'q2 *g) i) ' 1  + c~) i , j  = 1, 2, 
,r/!l) [ (2) , (2)'~ .(1) ( , . , (2 )  T]o(2)~ 
~#11 - -  "21 ,] -~- /~ j l  ~ ' l l l  
L~° =1+ #(2)~(2) (2)_(2) 
21 1/11 -- ]All "~121 
,~(1) ( (2 )  (2) _ (2) (2)/ + #(.1) ~1 (2) (2) _ (2),.,(2) 
OL21 #21 a21 '111 qjl  IO111 #21 j ~0~11 ?/21 ) My = 41 )÷ 
(2) (2) .(2) ~(2) 
#21 7711 -- /'*11 '/21 
Equations (3.4) and (3.5) can be expressed in the form 
1 / 1 Ck(t)dt /~ 
Ck(x) + ~rierk 1 t----x + i [K~l(x't)¢l(t) + K~2(x't)¢2(t)] dt = go, 
k = 1,2, [zl < 1, 
(3.6) 
where 
83 Ck(X) = ~2 f l (x) + irk v~4 f2(x), 
1 K (rlK21 rinK12 27rK;m= (~-~Kll +-~3r, rm 22) +ie -1 ) \ ' 
k = 1, 2, 
rl : 1, r2 = -1, 
l,m = 1,2, 
2 P0 
go = ~ 0v~-~102 
4. SOLUT ION OF  THE INTEGRAL EQUATIONS 
The solution of the integral equations (3.6) may be assumed in terms of Jacobi polynomials as 
oo 
Ck(x) =  k(x) (4.1) 
n--~0 
where 
wk(x) = (1 - x)~k(1 + x) ~k, 
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and 
1 1 
ak=-~+iw,  f l k=-~- iw ,  wk=rkw, k=l ,2 ,  
1 l+e  
w = ~-~ ln ~ , 
and Ckn are unknown constants. 
Equations (3.3) give 
and therefore, 
/ lCk(t) dt = 0, 
1 
CkO = O, 




when n :~ m, 
when n = m, 
where 
and 
f FKj = k = 1,2, j =0,1 ,2 .  (4.7) 1 
In the general case, the stress-intensity factors are calculated in the form 
1 = 
(----~2KI + i~K l I~vf  ~ ] x l im+(x- - l ) -ak(x+l) -~ [ 0~10~a(~)(x, 0) + ------~r(~)(x, 0)J 
(2O 




2ierk k3+l j 
n=l  rn=l 
L.kmnj = L.kmn(X) W;l(x) p(-ak,-&)(X) dx, 
1 
(4.6) 
= ~,~)  = 2"+~+lF(n + a + 1)F(n + fl + 1) 
n!(2n + a + fl + 1)F(n + a +fl  + 1)' 
the following system of simultaneous algebraic equations for ckj is obtained as follows: 
~_ w(t)P(a'~)(t)P(~'Z)(t) dt = O, 
1 
Using the result 
I V dt 
L --: wk(t "k'&)(t) t x 7r?, 1 
= _erkwk(x)p(ak,~k)(x ) + x/12_____~ ~-  e u (-~k,-&),~_l (x), Ix I < 1, (4.4) 
----(1 -erk)[Wk(x)Pn(ak'~k)(X)- G~n(x)] , Ixl < 1, 
where G~(x) is the principal part of wk(x)P(ak'&)(x) at infinity, the integral equations (3.6) 
with the aid of (4.1) becomes 
oo oc 2 
~"~_  . ( - -ak , - - f l k ) , _ \  E E 2Jerk  Ckn l -n_  1 (x )  + CmnLkmn(x) = go, {X I < 1, k = 1,2, (4.5) 
n=l  n=l  m=l  
where 
Lkmn(X)  = K im(X  , t )w in ( t )  P(am'flm)(t)dt. 
1 
Multiplying the equation (4.5) by w~-1 (x) p(-ak,-&)(x) and integrating with respect to x from -1 
to 1 and using the orthogonality relation for the Jacobi polynomials 
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